XIV. INTERVENTIONAL CADAVER COURSE

ULTRASOUND AND CLINICALLY GUIDED JOINT AND SPINE INTERVENTIONS

INSTITUTE OF ANATOMY - UNIVERSITY OF BASEL
PESTALOZZISTRASSE 20
4056 BASEL, SWITZERLAND

FRIDAY 27.09.2024
SATURDAY 28.09.2024

08:45 AM – 04:00 PM

EFSUMB ENDORSED COURSE
SGUM/SSUM X CREDITS
SSIPM X CREDITS
SGR/SSR X CREDITS
SGPMR/SSPMR X CREDITS
SWISS ORTHOPAEDICS X CREDITS
SEMS X CREDITS

Your experience
Your expertise
Your expectations
08:45        WELCOME COFFEE – REGISTRATION
09:00        INTRODUCTION - G. TAMBORRINI (FRIDAY), R. MICHEROLI (SATURDAY) – 5M
09:05        TENDON PATHOLOGIES – R. MICHEROLI – 15M
09:25        HYALURONIC ACID TREATMENT – UPDATE - A. HIRSCHMÜLLER – 15M
09:45        CHANGE OF ROOM
10:00 - 16:00 PRACTICAL CADAVER WORKSHOPS IN 9 GROUPS
16:00        END OF COURSE

PRACTICAL CADAVER WORKSHOPS:
ONE GROUP: ULTRASOUND GUIDED BIOPSY
THREE GROUPS: ULTRASOUND GUIDED SPINE AND SJ JOINT INJECTIONS
SIX GROUPS: ULTRASOUND GUIDED JOINT AND TENDON INJECTIONS

Course Information
The number of places is limited (40 participants per event)
Language: English
Level: Advanced

Journey
By train: from railway station "Bahnhof SBB" take bus 30 to
"Badischer Bahnhof", exit at station "Kinderspital",
300m walk to Pestalozzistrasse 20
By car: City Parking, Schanzenstrasse 48, Exit "Kinderspital"
REGISTRATION

FOR ANY QUESTION, PLEASE CONTACT TRB CHEMEDICA SA

PLEASE SEND YOUR REGISTRATION BY FAX TO: +41 24 482 07 01
OR BY EMAIL TO: REMO.VENZIN@TRBCHEMEDICA.CH

AT THE LATEST: AUGUST 31TH 2024

I WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE AT THE X. INTERVENTIONAL CADAVER COURSE,

FRIDAY, 27.09.2024
SATURDAY, 28.09.2024

NAME AND WORK ADDRESS (INCL. EMAIL):

.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................

DATE/SIGNATURE:.............................................................................................................

COURSE FEE: CHF 700.-
INCLUDES THE TEXTBOOK:
ULTRASOUND OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM,
NERVE ULTRASOUND, ULTRASOUND GUIDED
INTERVENTIONS AND ARTHROSCOPY ATLAS.

Thank you for addressing your payment to:
TRB CHEMEDICA SA, CH-1896 Vouvry
Credit Suisse AG, 8070 Zürich
IBAN: CH41 0483 5050 7617 7100 0
BIC: CRESCHZZ80A
Including the name of the participant & the reference “TRB UZR Basel 2023”.